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Dreaming on, I'm all alone
A midnight walk and they don't know
I feel that I'm the only one
They're all asleep, the world's out cold
Blue moonlight steal in through the window
You've got to wake'em up and show'em
There's a mystery for all who care to see
Sun is gone, the night is long
The city sleeps but I move on
All along the shadows on an empty street, a frozen
song
Thaw through that dream like a river
Oh it's a melody of muddy water
Oozing slow and easy over me
What's your secret? I don't know
But I don't like singing the blues all alone
For too long sleeping, so unaware
Now I give up making my own nightmares
I have no bad dreams, just a few tough scenes
I believe in me, anyway we want it we can make it be
From now on I'm living, I'm living my dreams
I have no bad dreams
'Cross the lake another face
Is watching me and we both know
Breezes blow, the night is full
Of energy, I feel it glow
Right through my bones into the marrow
I toss a rock into the shallow water
Ripples ring, the night begins to sing
Some kind of music in my reams
Faraway and bluesy, oh it makes me sing
It always makes me sing
What's your secret? I don't know
But I don't like singing the blues all alone
For too long sleeping, so unaware
Now I give up making my own nightmares
I have no bad dreams, just a few tough scenes
I believe in me, anyway we want it we can make it be
From now on I'm living, I'm living my dreams
I have no bad dreams
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